Weak trophic interactions and the balance of enriched metacommunities.
Weak trophic interactions have been shown to promote the stability of ecological food webs characterized by perfect mixing. However, their importance at the landscape level and response to enrichment has not been extensively examined. In this paper we examine the food-web model explored by McCann et al. [1998. Weak trophic interactions and the balance of nature. Nature 395, 794-798]. The model is expanded into a metacommunity construct where local communities are coupled through global or local dispersal. We analyze global and local stability, as well as spatial synchrony in relation to trophic interaction strength and dispersal regimes. Results reveal that weak interactions can operate through two scale-dependent mechanisms: (i) under low local dispersal regimes, local stabilization of each community under weak interactions directly scales-up to global stability. (ii) Under high local dispersal, asynchronous local destabilization associated with weak interactions proves the driver behind global stability. In the face of enrichment, weak trophic interactions are shown to be instrumental in promoting global stability when dispersal is local. These results demonstrate how the importance of weak trophic interactions can be generalized at the landscape level despite contrary local predictions.